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This newsletter has been designed to keep you updated on what is happening within the industry and our real estate agency 

We are focused on maximising your rental income and optimising your capital growth 

 

The holiday season can be a busy time for buyers.  It is a time where 
many take leave and have the time to look for investment properties. 
Families also look at this time to move home to be settled for the new 
school term commencement or relocation/changes to employment. 

If you are looking to sell your investment property, it is important to have 
an open communication line with the tenant/s during the sale process, as 
they can often feel like their privacy and quiet enjoyment can be invaded. 

If you get a tenant off-side, it can cause unnecessary challenges and 
inhibit your ability to quickly sell the property. 

For this reason, it is important that your managing agent is always the first 
to be notified of your intention to sell the property.   

The managing agent will have a relationship with the tenant and be in a 
better position to negotiate inspections and open houses on your behalf. 

Just a thought…  If a tenant is becoming difficult with inspection times, you 
may want to consider offering them an incentive, such as a set dollar 
reward if the property is sold within a defined period of time as 
compensation for the disruption to their home and possibly their day-to-
day activities and privacy.  This may motivate the tenant to take extra care 
in the presentation of the property and allow more frequent inspections, as 
there will be a monetary reward for them.  

You may also want to consider reducing their weekly rent for a short 
period of time to compensate the tenant for the interruption, if they become 
difficult with inspection times as we understand that many landlords need 
the weekly rent income while trying to sell the property. 

Being a tenant in an investment property that is on the market for sale can 
be unsettling and we like to think that as a managing agent we take the 
time to care for the needs of our landlords and tenants, as without both, 
we have no business.                                                                       

P.T.O. > 

 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
As the holiday season is upon 
us, we find ourselves reflecting 
on the past year and those who 
have helped to shape our 
business.  

It's been quite a year for us all. 

We thank you for your trust and 
support in allowing us to care for 
and manage your property. 

We hope that 2016 has been 
just as memorable for you, your 
colleagues and your loved ones. 

May your holiday season be 
filled with much joy, happiness 
and prosperity. 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS 

SELLING A TENANTED  
 PROPERTY  
 

COUNTDOWN FOR KIDS 



Properties Recently  
Rented! 
Keeping you updated on the 
local rental market 
 
HOUSES 
 
16 Southwood Pl, Mittagong 
3 bed, 1 bath, 1 car  $400 pw 
6 Armstrong Crs, Robertson 
4 bed, 1 bath, 2 car  $450 pw 
14 Balaclava St, Balaclava 
3 bed, 2 bath, 3 car  $530 pw 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Where did 2016 go? The countdown is on for us all to start planning 
family gatherings and gifts for friends and loved ones.  Many of you will 
be super organised and have your holiday season already planned out 
or you may be like the majority who have not had the time to think or 
plan for anything as yet.  If you are feeling overwhelmed about 
Christmas gift shopping, here are some tips:  

 Write a list of the people you would like to buy for and put a price 
limit next to each name. If it adds up to too much, review the limits 
you set.  

 Consider a ‘Secret Santa’ arrangement where each member in your 
group agrees to draw a name out of a hat and only buys a present 
for that person. Don't forget to set a price limit so that no one goes 
overboard.  

 Forgo gifts altogether and do something special as a group instead, 
such as a dinner or picnic get-together.  

 Buy presents just for the kids, not the adults.  

 Take the thinking out of the process and buy gift cards. 

 If there are any friends and family you won't see until the New Year, 
hold off on buying presents until the January sales.  

 Shop with a list – otherwise you might end up blowing your budget 
out of sheer desperation or going home with nothing.  

 Start a Christmas fund at the beginning of the year. Even if you put 
just $20 a week aside, by Christmas you should have about $1000. 

 Set up a Christmas gift cupboard.  If you see a gift throughout the 
year (look for bargains) then buy and store it. 

LAST MINUTE… CHRISTMAS 
GIFT SAVING TIPS 

TALK TO THE 
PROPERTY EXPERTS 

BUYING, SELLING & 
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

Call us if you are thinking 
about buying or selling or 
know of someone that is  

Do you own another 

investment property?  We are 

here to help. 

SUPPLY AND DEMAND 
Top tips for finding high-demand, low supply areas 
The supply versus demand ratio of properties in an area is a key driver 
of price growth. If there is no more capacity to build in the suburb, 
but demand keeps on growing, prices will likely climb. 

Top tips for finding high-demand, low-supply areas: 

 Look for areas where the rental yield is rising. This indicates that an 
area is popular among renters. When renters become homeowners, 
they also tend to buy in the same area they are renting in; 

 Look at the demographics of people moving into the area. Without 
meaning to sound ageist, suburbs where the median age is around 
35 or so tend to gentrify faster as these demographics can have 
better income and are therefore able to afford to buy or rent more 
expensive properties; 

 Look for areas with rising population. Population in itself is not 
enough to push prices up, but when combined with other indicators 
such as rising income and low supply, this is a good indication that 
property prices will grow in the area. 

 

ARE YOU GOING AWAY ON 
THE HOLIDAYS? 

Managing properties is full time 
in caring for the tenant’s needs 
and repair requests.  If you are 
going away on holidays, please 
let us know by email your best 
contact number or a friend or 
relative that can assist us with 
any matters that may arise 
during this period. 

HOLIDAY CLOSURE 

PERIODS, 

Our offices will be closed from 

5pm on Thursday the 22nd 

December, 2016 and reopen at 

9am on Tuesday the 3rd 

January, 2017.  

Month end payments will be 

made in the last week of 

December. 

www.mckillopproperty.com.au 

IMPORTANT:  This is not advice.  Clients should not act solely on the basis of the material contained in this newsletter.  Items herein are general comments only and do not constitute or convey 
advice per se.  Every effort is made to ensure the contents are accurate at the time of publication.  Clients should seek their own independent professional advice before making any decision or 
taking action. We take no responsibility for any subsequent action that may arise from the use of this newsletter. Published by the PPM GROUP - www.ppmgroup.com.au 
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